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1. Jane Jacobs; Rob Krier; Kevin Lynch; 

2. Active frontage; Invented places; Shared space; 

3. Nolli map; Serial vison; Space syntax 

4. Aesthetic control; Incentive zon ing; Transit Oriented Development; 
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A: 

Cities are incredibly complex, and even within one city there is a multiplicity of physical forms, social 

practices and cultural responses. As such, cities have various facets ranging from the forces behind their 

development- a contradiction between government approach to the development of the city as a totality 

and local actions- to the way we perceive their existence- a contradiction between our innocent reading 

of the cities as a timeless entity, without any history, and the roles that time and history play in shaping the 

cities of today. Those notions have made urban design a favorable entry point in contemporary urban 

studies. 

B: 

Cao, winner of the Rome Prize in landscape architecture in 2002 from the American Academy in Rome, 

includes in the values to which he introduces students: 

• don't be afraid to get in touch with your emotions- usually the first concept is the best 

• visit the site and "connect" to it- consider the complete environment... not purely plants or particular 

materials 

• learn from the past but do not imitate it 

• take chances- but be prepared to step back and simplify 

• be humble but opinionated 

• take pride in whatever you do 

• good manners and creative sensibility carry more weight than a glossy portfolio. 

Such values would be equally valuable to established practitioners. 


